JAPAN MUST    FIGHT  BRITAIN
British cry of distress.
The distress of the Lancashire cotton industry, which
chad dared to bring about this out rage', is revealed in a speech
made in the House of Commons by Mr. Levy, a Conservative
member, on Mays, 1933. He said that Japanese competition
was becoming more severe, especially in the many lines in
which British patterns had been imitated and which were
being imported at ridiculously low prices. The question had
been discussed in December 1932, at a conference between
England, Germany, France, Italy, and Switzerland, It was
maintained that Japanese hours of labour were excessive,
and Switzerland afterwards prohibited the import of
Japanese manufactured silks. In his own constituency, silk-
weaving factories had been reduced to working at one-
quarter of their normal output, with a corresponding
increase in unemployment. It was impossible for British
goods which cost 4$. id. a yard to produce to compete with
Japanese goods which were sold in London at 2s. gd> a yard
rduty paid. The cheapness of the Japanese goods was due
to the facts that working hours in that country were 60 per
week as against 48 in England, and wages were 7^. 6d. a
week as against 355. No European country could hold its
own against that;
He added that a similar state of affairs obtained in the
artificial silk trade. Japanese goods were replacing the finest
products of Yorkshire and Lancashire* The competition
also extended to wool, steel and rubber goods, ceramics
and dyestuffs. Unless some action were taken, British
industries would be gradually destroyed* The extraordinary
thing was that Japan herself had a law to stop unfair cutting
of prices. It would not be unreasonable for Britain to pass
a corresponding law.
Views of British newspapers.
England had, moreover, her own ways of justifying
herself, as the following extract from a leading article in
the Morning Post of June 22 shows.*
At the same time we do not conceal from ourselves that
economic differences cast, at the moment, a cold shadow over an
* English translator's note: The report of Mr, Levy's speech has beea
translated from the Japanese, after reference to Hansard* The article
from the Morning Post is as it appeared in that paper.

